FREE and Low-cost Communication and Administrative Resources for Normal-size Churches

These resources may not always look the most “professional,” unless you pay for their paid
versions. Personally, I’m cheap and stick with the free, gladly allowing the “watermark
advertising” for example on Mematic sermon graphics.
The normal-size church (under 100 people) can use administrative and communication
tools for free or very low cost. And they will make a difference. Communication improves any
church or organization. And I can personally testify that I have been blown away by how effective
social media is in our culture to speak into, minister to, and give a digital invite to our community.
Now, I don’t have any gimmick or massive growth story to share with you. But in every church,
I have served as either a member or staff, social media as a tool has served in increasing our
ministry, effectiveness, and reach. This is a crucial role that, pastor, you may not have to fill (or
not permanently fill) but I would strongly suggest that you provide some coaching/structure to
the person or team gifted to serve in this way. Ephesians 4 – we are called to equip the saints to
do the work of the ministry. You don’t have to do all this yourself forever, but maybe for a season.
And 30 minutes to 1 hour a week can have a noticeable effect.

Remember: Do well before do more.
I have found Facebook to be the primary social media platform for over a decade of online
ministry. A quick internet search says Facebook has nearly 3 billion users. That’s roughly 1/3 –
40% possibly (accounting for business accounts n’ such) of the world’s population. And you can
use it as a tool for free to point people to Jesus, speak to biblical issues and, yes, minister to
people! Social media is the “town square” of today. For better or worse, it is a tool that we can
steward. It is not all bad. Like money, as Dave Ramsey says, [social media as well] is amoral, it
is simply a brick. It has no inherent morality for good or evil. Just like a brick can be used, Ramsey
says, to build a hospital, a school, or a church; likewise, a brick can be thrown through a window
in a riot. YOUR use determines the morality of the tool, not the tool itself.
So, let’s begin. Memes and short videos are increasingly becoming the way people
communicate. Reading articles and short books is also more popular than voluminous works. This
is good new to those of us that are not naturally prolific writers! This is the Tract and booklet
generation! The NT writers are a testimony to how a short letter can have massive impact. The
pen is mightier than the sword. And perhaps we could add to that old statement that audio-visual
means are also powerful tools for either discipleship or idolatry.
I recommend using Mematic and Pixabay apps (Pixabay you can access on the web as
well). Pixabay offers free stock images, often for free commercial use. So, no worries about
copyright infringement and having to budget money for stock images. Second, Mematic is a
simple way to create advertisements and, how I typically use it, for sermon memes.
Here is an adapted example schedule/ministry purpose document (I’m an organizational
nerd) of how I have often used these tools; and used an outline like this as a training tool for my

assistant to take over church social media for me at one church that I served, feel free to adapt for
volunteers/your own use:
Mission Statement of our Social Media Ministry
To steward our social media presence as a public witness of Jesus Christ, proclaiming His truth and
encouraging our church family with the Word and reminders of church fellowship and outreach efforts.
Reason
People are still social today, they just do so on social media more than their next door neighbor. Let’s
be a light and exalt Jesus!
Monday or Tuesday
Reshare a Scripture verse/passage from Sunday’s Sermon as a reminder
Share a link to Sunday’s audio of the sermon and 3-4 main points of the sermon
Now a few years later post-covid, I’ve begun to include with link:
Here is this week’s sermon audio! We look forward to seeing you in person this Sunday

Wednesday
Send out reminder week of a upcoming ministry with times (if needed)

Thursday
Post sermon image and announce sermon for Sunday (members can reshare this and invite people)

Thursday – Friday
Promote special weekend events reminder week of

Promote major outreach events/discipleship/special services and more through Facebook.

Long Term Goal:
$150 yearly budget for Facebook outreach (for boosting posts/Facebook ads. May be unnecessary if
there is an active community forum for your city/411 group that you can join and share to)

Now, on the sermon audio side. I have found a very simple way after a few years of
depending on family and friends to record a video or asking a church I was a guest at to record
the audio of a message. It started out great, but as time went on and ministry became ‘regular’
rather than the ‘new thing’ asking others added many steps and at times messages were simply
forgotten to be recorded. Through technology, any pastor has the potential for his sermons to
reach around the glove for the glory of God.
This said, I have found the free version of VoiceRecorderPro my best friend. In both the
small churches I have served or while itinerating, the message can be recorded easily. Recording
the message can also be of benefit to your children’s/nursery workers that may not be able to

attend in person on certain weeks. When walking to the pulpit I can tap the record button on the
app (which on my device can run in the background if preaching from tablet and even with screen
off/sleep mode). Audio quality is pretty good. It is then very simple to use the sermon meme you
or your team have already created for that week and add it as the message image as well as add a
title. If you have a free YouTube channel, you can simply click a few buttons and upload the
audio message with image style you prefer directly to YouTube. Personally, I also speculate that
offering sermon audio rather than video may be a “pull” for people to come to in person worship
post-covid.

If you would like to go the podcasting route on Apple Itunes, Spotify, etc….after trying
several more time-required tools in the past, I heartily recommend the free Anchor app. All-inone simple service for getting a podcast up and going for your church. I have not used this for a
church context yet but have for M-F devotionals and multiple church members and Christians in
the community have told me they loved it! It allowed them to have a dose of the Word and Bible
study on their commute/ “mindless” activity time at work.

Social media is free and a website is low cost. Yes, there are free versions of a website, but
I’d recommend spending the $200 or less per year for a website. If you can run Facebook, you or

your team can run Wordpress.com (don’t go with wordpress.org unless you are more techie and
perhaps a programmer). Your church website is perhaps even more important than your church
sign these days. Younger families that are looking for a church and even skeptics, often do an
internet search to see what the church says it believes, what’s on the calendar, and to sample
sermons. It is also a hub for registrations and promotions for events such as your church events.
For an example, look at how www.LebanonBC.org is set up.

Additional social media scheduling tools that I have always used the free versions as of the
time of creating this document can be helpful. Now, these tools used to be more effective than
they have been for me recently with the changes in posting rules to Facebook for example. The

algorithms and technicalities minimize or even block posts from “third party” services at times
rather than “direct posts” of taking the time to copy the link and post it yourself on social media.
Google, in the past, has also had their platform block identical content on multiple platforms. So,
it is probably not a good idea to just copy and paste the exact same thing on multiple channels
online. Post things one way on your church Facebook page for example and slightly differently
to a 411 or community forum Facebook group for example. Considering context of your audience
in your wording can also affect your effectiveness. Practically, in print you can often get a free
advertisement in your local newspaper for free events under community/church notes as well.
Also, as a busy pastor you and your team don’t have to come up with all the content you
share yourselves. Using Feedly, you can subscribe to your favorite blogs/websites and receive
updates when new posts come out all in one place on the app; and at your convenience and save
what you like and clear the rest of the que. You can then reshare or schedule reshare of helpful
content to your flock and on your internet platform.

Lastly, managing your church membership, attenders, and guest lists, as well as, running
background checks (there’s a fee for that part of the service) on your volunteers and much more
can be done through the PlanningCenter app and website. Another simple tool that you can use if
you can use Facebook. Have access to up to date contact info of your flock instantly through
the app rather than having to manually enter new contacts into your phone. Save time and track
engagement through this awesome resource. Many features are completely free. You can even
build a guest follow up process to make sure people are not falling through the cracks and out the
back door.

